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Adultery and Other Diversions Apr 22 2022 A selection of essays reflect upon adultery, fidelity, Europe,
ghosts, magic, destiny, and conformity
Medici Money Jan 19 2022 The Medici are famous as the rulers of Florence at the high point of the
Renaissance. Their power derived from the family bank, and this book tells the fascinating, frequently bloody
story of the family and the dramatic development and collapse of their bank (from Cosimo who took it over

in 1419 to his grandson Lorenzo the Magnificent who presided over its precipitous decline). The Medici
faced two apparently insuperable problems: how did a banker deal with the fact that the Church regarded
interest as a sin and had made it illegal? How in a small republic like Florence could he avoid having his
wealth taken away by taxation? But the bank became indispensable to the Church. And the family completely
subverted Florence's claims to being democratic. They ran the city. Medici Money explores a crucial moment
in the passage from the Middle Ages to the Modern world, a moment when our own attitudes to money and
morals were being formed. To read this book is to understand how much the Renaissance has to tell us about
our own world. Medici Money is one of the launch titles in a new series, Atlas Books, edited by James Atlas.
Atlas Books pairs fine writers with stories of the economic forces that have shaped the world, in a new genre
- the business book as literature.
Literary Tour of Italy Dec 18 2021 An acclaimed author of novels and short stories, Tim Parks - who was
described in a recent review as "e;one of the best living writers of English"e; - has delighted audiences
around the world with his finely observed writings on all aspects of Italian life and customs. This volume
contains a selection of his best essays on the literature of his adopted country.From Boccaccio and
Machiavelli through to Moravia and Tabucchi, from the Stil Novo to Divisionism, across centuries of history
and intellectual movements, these essays will give English readers, and lovers of the Bel Paese and its
culture, the lay of the literary land of Italy.
Indian Nocturne Oct 16 2021 A lot of people lose their way in India . . . it's a country specially made for
that.' Amid the backstreets, brothels and faded hotels of Bombay, Madras and the old Portuguese port of Goa,
a man searches for his lost friend. Xavier has been missing for a year, and the only clues to his disappearance
lie with an overworked doctor, a young prostitute and the leader of a strange religious order. Dreamlike,
elusive and profoundly disquieting, Indian Nocturne calls into question the very nature of identity.
The Catholic School Jul 13 2021 A semiautobiographical coming-of-age story, framed by the harrowing

1975 Circeo massacre Edoardo Albinati’s The Catholic School, the winner of Italy’s most prestigious award,
The Strega Prize, is a powerful investigation of the heart and soul of contemporary Italy. Three well-off
young men—former students at Rome’s prestigious all-boys Catholic high school San Leone
Magno—brutally tortured, raped, and murdered two young women in 1975. The event, which came to be
known as the Circeo massacre, shocked and captivated the country, exposing the violence and dark
underbelly of the upper middle class at a moment when the traditional structures of family and religion were
seen as under threat. It is this environment, the halls of San Leone Magno in the late 1960s and the 1970s,
that Edoardo Albinati takes as his subject. His experience at the school, reflections on his adolescence, and
thoughts on the forces that produced contemporary Italy are painstakingly and thoughtfully rendered,
producing a remarkable blend of memoir, coming-of-age novel, and true-crime story. Along with indelible
portraits of his teachers and fellow classmates—the charming Arbus, the literature teacher Cosmos, and his
only Fascist friend, Max—Albinati also gives us his nuanced reflections on the legacy of abuse, the Italian
bourgeoisie, and the relationship between sex, violence, and masculinity.
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second Language Exam Preparation and Practice with Audio CDs
(2) May 31 2020 This book supports students preparing for Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE
English as a Second Language (0510 / 0511 / 0991). The full-colour exam preparation and practice book
contains four guided practice tests, audio and video to build confidence ready for the revised exam from
2019. It takes an active learning approach with a test-teach-test methodology. This encourages students to
think about how they are developing language skills, helping them progress. Full sample answers with
examiner comments and grades are included to help students understand what is required in the writing and
speaking exams. This is part of the Cambridge IGCSE ESL toolbox of resources - the widest choice of
resources for this qualification.
Anatomy Trains Jan 27 2020 An accessible comprehensive approach to the anatomy and function of the

fascial system in the body combined with a holistic.
A Season With Verona Feb 20 2022 'Delves into the very essence of being a fan, while seamlessly
exploring Italian history, politics, culture and society,' Guardian Is Italy a united country, or a loose
affiliation of warring states? Is Italian football a sport, or an ill-disguised protraction of ancient enmities?
Tim Parks goes on the road to follow the fortunes of Hellas Verona football club, to pay a different kind of
visit to some of the world's most beautiful cities. This is a highly personal account of one man's relationship
with a country, its people and its national sport. A book that combines the pleasures of travel writing with a
profound analysis of one country's mad, mad way of keeping itself entertained.
Teach Us to Sit Still Nov 17 2021 "Teach Us to Sit Still is the visceral, thought-provoking, and inexplicably
entertaining story of how Tim Parks found himself in serious pain, how doctors failed to help, and the quest
he took to find his own way out. Overwhelmed by a crippling conditionwhich nobody could explain or
relieve, Parks follows a fruitless journey through the conventional medical system only to find relief in the
most unexpected place: a breathing exercise that eventually leads him to take up meditation. This was the
very last place Parks anticipated finding answers; he was about as far from New Age as you can get. As
everything that he once held true is called into question, Parks confronts the relationship between his mind
and body, the hectic modern world that seems to demand all our focus, and his chosen life as an intellectual
and writer. He is drawn to consider the effects of illness on the work of other writers, the role of religion in
shaping our sense of self, and the influence of sports and art on our attitudes toward health and well-being.
Most of us will fall ill at some point; few will describe that journey with the same verve, insight, and radiant
intelligence as Tim Parks"--Provided by publisher.
Europa May 11 2021 At the midpoint of his life, Jerry Marlow finds himself on a bus taking him from Milan
to Strasbourg. Sitting slightly off-center on the long back seat, he takes stock of the wreckage strewn behind
him—a failed marriage, a daughter going astray, and an affair that has left him both numb and licking every

wound, self-inflicted or otherwise. Even Marlow's teaching job at the university in Milan is jeopardized by
new Italian laws restricting foreigners. And ahead? What lies in wait around the next bend? There are times
when the most appalling premonitions seem all too plausible, yet the pull of hope cannot be resisted. Fueled
by Marlow’s scalpel-sharp commentary—double-edged and unsparing—Europa is a decidedly adult road
novel with a rich international gallery of characters, and offers an explosive, sometimes hilarious portrait of a
man patching together his life on a continent whose rhetoric of unity is less convincing—and far less
exciting—than its bizarre polyglot passions and ancient conflicts. Bristling with ferocious wordplay, mordant
comedy, and a vision of the sexes as honest as it is incorrect, Europa is Tim Parks's finest novel to date.
Italian Neighbours Aug 26 2022 "Am I giving the impression that I don't like the Veneto? It's not true. I love
it. But like any place that's become home I hate it too." How does an Englishman cope when he moves to
Italy - not the tourist idyll but the real Italy? When Tim Parks first moved to Verona he found it irresistible
and infuriating in equal measure; this book is the story of his love affair with it. Infused with an objective
passion, he unpicks the idiosyncrasies and nuances of Italian culture with wit and affection. Italian
Neighbours is travel writing at its best.
Me and Ms Feb 08 2021 This book is the story of my life with multiple sclerosis. It chronicles the ups and
downs of having this debilitating disease, for which there is no cure. MS is an autoimmune disease that
affects predominately Caucasian women. Being an African American man, it is something I never thought I
would get. But I have it and am forced to deal with it daily. In this book, I will give you some insight into the
world of MS. I talk about the many issue of living with MS. There are no medical experts in this story.
However, I will give my expertise as one living with this malady. MS affects people in different ways. Some
people dont experience the same symptoms as others with MS.
Where I'm Reading From Mar 29 2020 Should you finish every book you start? How has your family
influenced the way you read? What is literary style? How is the Nobel Prize like the World Cup? Why do

you hate the book your friend likes? Is writing really just like any other job? What happens to your brain
when you read a good book? As a novelist, translator and critic, Tim Parks is well-placed to investigate any
questions we have about books and reading. In this collection of lively and provocative pieces he talks about
what readers want from books and how to look at the literature we encounter in a new light. These pieces
were originally published as columns in the New York Review of Books.
In Extremis Aug 22 2019 Thomas needs to speak to his mother before she dies. But he's set to give a talk to a
conference of physiotherapists in the Netherlands; if he leaves now will he get to her deathbed in time? Will
he be able to say what he couldn't say before? He can't concentrate on what is happening now: his mind won't
sit still. Should he try to solve his friend's marital crisis? Should he reconsider his separation from his own
wife? And why does he need to pee again? In Extremis is Tim Parks's masterwork: a darkly hilarious and
deadly serious novel about infidelity, mortality and the frailties of the human body.
Italian Life Jun 24 2022 'Parks...offers detailed cultural observation, witty yet eagle-eyed, of what makes
Italians so Italian' The Times How does Italy really work? When Valeria travels from hot, dusty Basilicata to
begin her studies in a northern university town, she has little idea of the kind of education she will find there.
Italian Life is her story, and that of the students and professors around her: a story of power and corruption,
influence and exclusion, and the workings of a society where your connections are everything. Written with
flair and insight, Italian Life joins Tim Parks' bestselling books about his beloved and paradoxical adopted
country. It is a gripping, entertaining, behind-the-scenes account of how Italy actually happens, and the ways
it can surprise those who know it inside out. 'A satisfyingly truthful, entertaining and provocative comedy'
Daily Telegraph
An Italian Education Mar 21 2022 THE BOOK: 'When Tim Parks' Italian Neighbours came out in 1992, I
was living in Italy. That made me miss it, but also qualified me to judge this sequel So let me tell you: it is
spot on- a very accurate, very entertaining and at the same time rather profound book. I shall now rush out

and buy Italian Neighbours too' The Daily Telegraph.
A Season with Verona Dec 26 2019 The acclaimed author’s cult classic memoir of his turbulent year with
an Italian soccer club “delves into the very essence of being a fan” (Guardian, UK). Is Italy a united country,
or a loose affiliation of warring states? Is Italian football (which we Americans know as “soccer”) a sport, or
an ill-disguised protraction of ancient enmities? After twenty years in the bel paese, Tim Parks goes on the
road to follow the fortunes of his hometown soccer club, Hellas Verona, to pay a different kind of visit to
some of the world’s most beautiful cities, and to get a fresh take on the conundrum that is national character.
From Udine to Catania, from the San Siro to the Olimpico, traveling with the raucous and unruly Verona
fans, Tim Parks offers his personal account of one man’s relationship with a country, its people, and its
national sport. With election year politics encroaching, the clubs are struggling to keep their heads above
water while the fans are accused of vulgarity and violence. The police are ambiguous, the journeys
exhausting, and the referees unforgivable. But in a world stripped of idealism and bereft of religion, soccer
offers a new and fiercely ironic way of forming community and engaging with the sacred.
A Pilgrimage to Eternity Aug 02 2020 From "the world's greatest tour guide," a deeply-researched,
captivating journey through the rich history of Christianity and the winding paths of the French and Italian
countryside that will feed mind, body, and soul (New York Times). "What a wondrous work! This beautifully
written and totally clear-eyed account of his pilgrimage will have you wondering whether we should all
embark on such a journey, either of the body, the soul or, as in Egan's case, both." --Cokie Roberts "Egan
draws us in, making us feel frozen in the snow-covered Alps, joyful in valleys of trees with low-hanging
fruit, skeptical of the relics of embalmed saints and hopeful for the healing of his encrusted toes, so worn and
weathered from their walk."--The Washington Post Moved by his mother's death and his Irish Catholic
family's complicated history with the church, Timothy Egan decided to follow in the footsteps of centuries of
seekers to force a reckoning with his own beliefs. He embarked on a thousand-mile pilgrimage through the

theological cradle of Christianity to explore the religion in the world that it created. Egan sets out along the
Via Francigena, once the major medieval trail leading the devout to Rome, and travels overland via the alpine
peaks and small mountain towns of France, Switzerland and Italy, accompanied by a quirky cast of fellow
pilgrims and by some of the towering figures of the faith--Joan of Arc, Henry VIII, Martin Luther. The goal:
walking to St. Peter's Square, in hopes of meeting the galvanizing pope who is struggling to hold together the
church through the worst crisis in half a millennium. A thrilling journey, a family story, and a revealing
history, A Pilgrimage to Eternity looks for our future in its search for God.
Rapids Jul 01 2020 Gathering for a kayaking vacation in the Italian Alps, six adults and nine teenagers under
the leadership of the enigmatic Clive and his fragile girlfriend, Michela, experience unexpected hazards that
threaten their lives. By the author of Europa. 12,500 first printing.
The Story of Motown Sep 27 2022 The author of Italian Neighbors takes a lighthearted look at Italian family
life with an eye for detail and character that reveals the nature of relationships and culminates in a beach
holiday epitomizing the best in Italian life. 30,000 first printing. $35,000 ad/promo. Tour.
Understanding Tim Parks Aug 14 2021 "Fenwick reckons with Parks's full literary range, from his novels
and nonfiction books to his translations and journalism, and sheds light on the work of a versatile English
writer whose international recognition is steadily growing."--BOOK JACKET.
Italian Ways: On and Off the Rails from Milan to Palermo Jul 25 2022 An Italian travelogue describes the
trains that traverse the country, from the architecture of old train stations to the new high-speed railways, and
portrays the author's memorable encounters along the way.
Calm Sep 03 2020 How do we find calm in our frantic modern world? Tim Parks – lifelong sceptic of all
things spiritual - finds himself on a Buddhist meditation retreat trying to answer this very question. With
brutal honesty and dry wit, he recounts his journey from disbelief to something approaching inner peace and
tackles one of the great mysteries of our time – how to survive in this modern age. Selected from the book

Teach us to Sit Still by Tim Parks VINTAGE MINIS: GREAT MINDS. BIG IDEAS. LITTLE BOOKS. A
series of short books by the world’s greatest writers on the experiences that make us human Also in the
Vintage Minis series: Swimming by Roger Deakin Motherhood by Helen Simpson Work by Joseph Heller
Liberty by Virginia Woolf
Four Hundred and Forty Steps to the Sea Apr 29 2020 “Family secrets and a transportive Italian setting
keep the reader thoroughly immersed, making for a satisfying story of one woman’s coming-of-age.”
—Publishers Weekly Nestled into the cliffs in southern Italy’s Amalfi coast, Positano is an artist’s vision,
with rows of brightly hued houses perched above the sea and picturesque staircases meandering up and down
the hillside. Santina, still a striking woman despite old age and the illness that saps her last strength, is
spending her final days at her home, Villa San Vito. The magnificent eighteenth-century palazzo is very
different from the tiny house in which she grew up. And as she decides its fate, she must confront the choices
that led her here so long ago . . . In 1949, Positano is as yet undiscovered by tourists, a beautiful, secluded
village shaking off the dust of war. Hoping to escape poverty, young Santina takes domestic work in London,
ultimately becoming a housekeeper to a distinguished British major and his creative, impulsive wife,
Adeline. When they move to Positano, Santina returns with them, raising their daughter as Adeline’s mental
health declines. With each passing year, Santina becomes more deeply enmeshed within the family, trying to
navigate her complicated feelings for a man who is much more than an employer—while hiding secrets that
could shatter the only home she knows . . . “Pick up this book to be swept away like a frothy Mediterranean
wave, with its melodic writing style that’s richly filled with beautiful imagery in a setting so sunny and
beautiful you will be transported!” —Beachcombing Magazine
Rapids Oct 24 2019 Gathering for a kayaking vacation in the Italian Alps, six adults and nine teenagers under
the leadership of the enigmatic Clive and his fragile girlfriend, Michela, experience unexpected hazards that
threaten their lives. By the author of Europa. 12,500 first printing.

The Contest for Knowledge Jun 19 2019 At a time when women were generally excluded from scholarly
discourse in the intellectual centers of Europe, four extraordinary female letterate proved their parity as they
lectured in prominent scientific and literary academies and published in respected journals. During the Italian
Enlightenment, Maria Gaetana Agnesi, Giuseppa Eleonora Barbapiccola, Diamante Medaglia Faini, and
Aretafila Savini de' Rossi were afforded unprecedented deference in academic debates and epitomized the
increasing ability of women to influence public discourse. The Contest for Knowledge reveals how these four
women used the methods and themes of their male counterparts to add their voices to the vigorous and
prolific debate over the education of women during the eighteenth century. In the texts gathered here, the
women discuss the issues they themselves thought most urgent for the equality of women in Italian society
specifically and in European culture more broadly. Their thoughts on this important subject reveal how
crucial the eighteenth century was in the long history of debates about women in the academy.
A Month of Italy Feb 26 2020 A Month Of Italy...What can possibly be said about Italy that hasn't been
already? Primarily, that you can enjoy it too! Refreshingly relate-able in a genre previously populated by
wealthy expats and Hollywood stars, this book chronicles an ordinary family taking an extraordinary trip, and
most importantly, paves the way for you to take one of your own! With hilarious wit and fast-paced narrative,
Brady thrills with honest commentary on what a trip of a lifetime actually feels like, and most endearingly,
he succeeds in convincing you that not only should you take a similar one, but that you will! Within a few
pages you'll be visualizing panoramic Tuscan vistas and breaking open the piggy bank, laughing as you turn
the pages and dreaming of your own escape. This story is one of going slow in order to go fast; it's about
rediscovering and bringing back into favor a lost art, namely, the art of vacation, and it is, or rather should be,
a story about you. This book is not so much about how to travel as how to live.
Sweet Days of Discipline Nov 05 2020 A novel about obsessive love and madness set in postwar
Switzerland, Fleur Jaeggy's eerily beautiful novel begins innocently enough: "At fourteen I was a boarder in

a school in the Appenzell." But there is nothing innocent here. With the off-handed remorselessness of a
young Eve, the narrator describes her potentially lethal designs to win the affections of Fréderique, the
apparently perfect new girl. In Tim Parks' consummate translation (with its "spare, haunting quality of a
prose poem," TLS), Sweet Days of Discipline is a peerless, terrifying, and gorgeous work.
Rural Rides Jan 07 2021 Rural Rides is the book for which the English journalist, agriculturist and political
reformer William Cobbett is best known. At the time of writing Rural Rides, in the early 1820s, Cobbett was
a radical anti-Corn Law campaigner. He embarked on a series of journeys by horseback through the
countryside of Southeast England and the English Midlands. He wrote down what he saw from the points of
view both of a farmer and a social reformer. The result documents the early 19th-century countryside and its
people as well as giving free vent to Cobbett's opinions
The Woman of Porto Pim Sep 15 2021 By Antonio Tabucchi, one of the most renowned voices in European
literature and the foremost Italian writer of his generation, The Woman of Porto Pim is made up of
enchanting, hallucinatory fragments that take place on the Azores Islands off the coast of Portugal. Told by a
visiting Italian writer unearthing legends, relics and histories of the inhabitants, the tales shed light on a local
restaurant proprietress's impossible love with an Azorean fisherman during WWII, a dazzling whaling
expedition of eras past, shipwrecks both metaphorical and real, and a playful look at humankind from the
perspective of a whale. From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Hero's Way Oct 04 2020 The acclaimed author of Italian Ways returns with an exploration into Italy’s
past and present—following in the footsteps of Garibaldi’s famed 250-mile journey across the Apennines. In
the summer of 1849, Giuseppe Garibaldi, Italy’s legendary revolutionary, was finally forced to abandon his
defense of Rome. He and his men had held the besieged city for four long months, but now it was clear that
only surrender would prevent slaughter and destruction at the hands of a huge French army. Against all odds,
Garibaldi was determined to turn defeat into moral victory. On the evening of July 2, riding alongside his

pregnant wife, Anita, he led 4,000 hastily assembled men to continue the struggle for national independence
elsewhere. Hounded by both French and Austrian armies, the garibaldini marched hundreds of miles across
the Appenines, Italy’s mountainous spine, and after two months of skirmishes and adventures arrived in
Ravenna with just 250 survivors. Best-selling author Tim Parks, together with his partner Eleonora, set out in
the blazing summer of 2019 to follow Garibaldi and Anita’s arduous journey through the heart of Italy. In
The Hero’s Way he delivers a superb travelogue that captures Garibaldi’s determination, creativity, reckless
courage, and profound belief. And he provides a fascinating portrait of Italy then and now, filled with
unforgettable observations of Italian life and landscape, politics, and people.
The World Book Encyclopedia Apr 10 2021 An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of
elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
Italian Neighbors Jul 21 2019 An American expatriate describes life in Verona, Italy, the collision between
invading surburbia and the die-hard peasant tradition, the architecture, wine bottling, and the Veronese
people. Reprint.
The Hero's Way May 23 2022 'Elegantly written, full of wit and charm, this is travel writing at its very best'
Orlando Figes In the summer of 1849, Giuseppe Garibaldi, Italy's legendary revolutionary hero, fled Rome
and led 4,000 of his men hundreds of miles through Umbria and Tuscany, then across the Apennines, Italy's
mountainous spine, toward the refuge of the Venetian Republic. After thirty-two exhausting days of
skirmishes and adventures, only 250 survivors reached the Adriatic coast. This hair-raising journey is
brought vividly to life by bestselling author Tim Parks, who in the blazing summer of 2019, followed in
Garibaldi's footsteps. A fascinating portrait of Italy past and present, The Hero's Way is a celebration of
determination, creativity and desperate courage.
Playing to Win Mar 09 2021 Explains how companies must pinpoint business strategies to a few critically
important choices, identifying common blunders while outlining simple exercises and questions that can

guide day-to-day and long-term decisions.
An Italian Education Oct 28 2022 A “marvelous” Mediterranean memoir of an expatriate father raising his
children in Italy—from the author of Italian Neighbors (The Washington Post). Tim Parks offers another
lively firsthand account of Italian society and culture—this time focusing on all the little things that turn an
ordinary newborn infant into a true Italian. When British-born Tim Parks heard a mother at the beach in
Pescara shout to her son, “Alberto, don’t sweat! No you can’t go in the sea till eleven, it’s still too cold, go
and see your cousin in row three number fifty-two,” he was inspired to write about parenting in Italy—which
he was doing himself at the time after adopting the country as his own. In this humorous memoir, Parks
offers an enchanting portrait of Italian childhood that shifts from comedy to despair in the time it takes to
sing a lullaby. The result is “a wry, thoughtful, and often hilarious book . . . a parable of how our children, no
matter what, are other than ourselves” (The New Yorker). “Glimpses of Italy that are fond, critical, pithy and
penetrating.” —The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
Fluent Forever Sep 22 2019 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • For anyone who wants to learn a foreign
language, this is the method that will finally make the words stick. “A brilliant and thoroughly modern guide
to learning new languages.”—Gary Marcus, cognitive psychologist and author of the New York Times
bestseller Guitar Zero At thirty years old, Gabriel Wyner speaks six languages fluently. He didn’t learn them
in school—who does? Rather, he learned them in the past few years, working on his own and practicing on
the subway, using simple techniques and free online resources—and here he wants to show others what he’s
discovered. Starting with pronunciation, you’ll learn how to rewire your ears and turn foreign sounds into
familiar sounds. You’ll retrain your tongue to produce those sounds accurately, using tricks from opera
singers and actors. Next, you’ll begin to tackle words, and connect sounds and spellings to imagery rather
than translations, which will enable you to think in a foreign language. And with the help of sophisticated
spaced-repetition techniques, you’ll be able to memorize hundreds of words a month in minutes every day.

This is brain hacking at its most exciting, taking what we know about neuroscience and linguistics and using
it to create the most efficient and enjoyable way to learn a foreign language in the spare minutes of your day.
The 4-Hour Work Week Dec 06 2020 Offers techniques and strategies for increasing income while cutting
work time in half, and includes advice for leading a more fulfilling life.
Tongues of Flame Jun 12 2021 The gift of tongues, prophecy exorcism...what might such concepts mean in a
complacent backwater of North London? For Richard Bowen, adolescence becomes a nightmare when his
parents join the charismatic movement and find a devil in his brother.
The Novel Nov 24 2019 'The novel: a survival skill' offers a completely new account of the relationship
between writer, text, and reader. Drawing on ideas from systemic psychology and positioning theory, Parks
suggests that both the content and style of a novelist's work, the kind of stories told, and the way in which
they are told, form part of a more general strategy of suvival that the novelist has developed in reaponse to
tensions within his or her family of origin. Radically undermining traditional lit-crit criteria, and
deconstructing the pieties with which the novel is usually defended, Parks gives a novelist's own insider
account of what may be best understood as the biography of the act of writing itself and its relation to the
lives with which it is entwined.
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